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Time evolution of the relative phase in two-component Bose-Einstein condensates
with a coupling drive
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The dynamics of two-component Bose-Einstein condensates with coupling drive is studied using a pair of
bosonic operators. We demonstrate that the effect of the coupling drive on the evolution of the relative phase
of the two-component Bose-Einstein condensates depends on the initial relative phase difference between the
two condensates. In some special initial phase differences (w50 and p) the condensate density are not
sinusoidal functions of time, and the interference pattern is not steady either. The coupling drive also reduces
the amplitude and the period of the oscillation. Our theoretical result confirms the experimental observations
reported in Phys. Rev. Lett.81, 1543~1998!.
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The experimental realization of Bose-Einstein cond
sates~BEC’s! @1–5# of dilute gases has opened the possib
ity to test fundamental concepts in quantum mechanics, s
as wavelike behavior and quantum phase interference, m
notably analogous to the Josephson effects in supercond
ors and superfluid3He at ultralow temperatures. Recentl
considerable theoretical attention has been applied to m
sure and monitor the time evolution of the phase of atom
BEC’s. Though it is impossible in principle to set up
‘‘standard of phase’’ in BEC’s@6#, the independent conden
sates are expected to possess a relative phase, the exis
of which has been confirmed by the experimental obse
tion of a spatially uniform interference pattern formed
condensates released from two independent traps@7#. Several
papers were devoted to schemes@8–11# to measure the rela
tive phase which is expected to give rise to a variety
interesting behaviors.

Recently, the relative phase and its subsequent time
lution in two BEC’s were measured using a time-doma
separated-oscillatory-field condensate interferometer@5#. The
two trapped condensates, created with a particular rela
phase, are coupled by the coupling drive represented in
rotating-wave approximation. It has been found that the c
densates retain a clear memory of their initial relative ph
because of stable interference patterns, and the relative p
seems to possess a robustness which preserves cohere
the face of the ’’phase-diffusing’’ couplings to the enviro
ment. However, it is important to know how the couplin
drive affects the evolution of the relative phase between
trapped condensates.

We consider a zero-temperature two-species Bose
densate system with weak nonlinear interatomic interacti
and coupling drive. The coupling drive can be produced
experiment by a short two-photon pulse that transfers
atoms from one spin state to the other@12#. In the formalism
of the second quantization, the Hamiltonian of such a sys
can be written as

Ĥ5Ĥ11Ĥ21Ĥ int1Ĥdriv, ~1!
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Ĥ i5E dxCi
†~x!F2

\2

2m
¹21Vi~x!

1Ui~x!Ci
†~x!Ci~x!GCi~x!, ~2!

Ĥ int5U12E dxC1
†~x!C2

†~x!C1~x!C2~x!, ~3!

Ĥdriv5
\V

2 E dx@C1
†~x!C2~x!eivr f t1C1~x!C2

†~x!e2 ivr f t#,

~4!

wherei 51 and 2, andCi
†(x) andCi(x) are the atomic field

operators which create and annihilate atoms at positionx,
respectively, and satisfy the commutation relati

@Ci(x),Cj
†(x8)#5d i j d(x2x8). Ĥ1 andĤ2 describe the evo-

lution of each species in the absence of interspecies inte
tions, andUi(x)54p\2ai /m (ai andm are the intraspecies
scattering lengths and the mass of the atom respective!.
Ĥ int describes interspecies collisions andUi j 54p\2ai j /m
(ai j 5aji is the interspecies scattering lengths!. Ĥdriv here
represents the coupling drive, which is in the rotating-wa
approximation, and is characterized by the sum of the mic
wave and rf frequenciesv r f , and by an effectiveRabi fre-
quencyV @5#.

We can obtain an effective two-mode boson Hamilton
by means of@13,15,16#

H5 (
i 51,2

~v0âi
†âi1qâi

†2âi
2!12xâ1

†â1â2
†â2

1gV~ â1
†â2eivr f t1â2

†â1e2 ivr f t!, ~5!

whereâi
†5*dx8F iN(x8)Cj

†(x8) is a creative operator which
creates a particle with distributionF iN(x), and satisfies

@ âi ,âi
†#51 and the frequency
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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v05E dxF2
\2

2m
u“Fi~x!u21Vi~x!uF i~x!u2G , ~6!

and the coupling constantsq,g, andx are defined by

q5U0E dx@ uF1~x!u41uF2~x!u4#, ~7!

g5E dx@F1
†~x!F2~x!1F1~x!F2

†~x!#, ~8!

x5
U12

2 E dxuF1~x!u2uF2~x!u2, ~9!

which characterize the strength of the interatomic interac
in each condensate, the coupling drive, and the interspe
interaction, respectively. HereF i(x)( i 51,2) denotes the sta
tionary solution of the GP equations.

In order to obtain analytical eigenstates of the Ham
tonian @Eq. ~5!#, we introduce a new pair of bosonic oper
tors Â1 and Â2 by the expressions

â15
1

A2
~Â1eigt2 iÂ2e2 igt!ei (vr f /2)t,

â25
1

A2
~Â1eigt1 iÂ2e2 igt!e2 i (vr f /2)t, ~10!

whereÂ1 andÂ2 are slowly varying operators, which satis
the usual bosonic commutation relations:@Âi ,Âj

†#5d i j .
Then Hamiltonian~5! is represented in terms of the ne
boson operators as

H5HA1H8, ~11!

where

HA5vN̂1
x

2
N̂22xÂ1

†Â1Â2
†Â21

q

4
@3N̂22~Â1

†Â12Â2
†Â2!2#

1gV@Â1
†Â12Â2

†Â2#, ~12!

v5v02 1
2 (x1g). The total number is a conserved quanti

and the number operator isN̂5â1
†â11â2

†â25Â1
†Â11Â2

†Â2 ;
H8 denotes a nonresonant term written as

H85 1
2 ~x2q!~Â1

†2Â2
2e2 i4gt1Â2

†2Â1
2ei4gt!, ~13!

and plays no essential role in the evolution of the measur
quantities specifying the macroscopic quantum phenom
of the two-condensates system@13#. In the experiments
@5,12#, V(;6834 MHz)@vz (;59 Hz) andq, x!vz , so
the conditionV@(x2q) was achieved in the experimen
@5,12#. Therefore, these nonresonant terms are fully ne
gible. Obviously, HA is diagonal in the Fock space o
(Â1 ,Â2),

HAun,m)5E~n,m!un,m), ~14!
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with eigenvalues

E~n,m!5v0~n1m!1 1
4 ~3g12x!~n1m!22 1

4 q~n2m!2

2xnm1gV~n2m!. ~15!

The coherent statesua1 ,a2& anduu1 ,u2), defined in Fock
spaces of (â1 ,â2) and (Â1 ,Â2), respectively, are related t
each other by

ua1 ,a2&5u
a1ei (vr f /2)t1a2e2 i (vr f /2)t

A2

3eigt,
i ~a1ei (vr f /2)t2a2e2 i (vr f /2)t!

A2
e2 igt),

~16!

Then the state for the amplitude of the two species o
condensate system at timet can be explicitly written as

uF~ t !&5e2N/2 (
n,m50

`
1

An!m!
u1

n~ iu2!me2 iE(n,m)tun,m),

~17!

whereu15(a11a2)/A2, u25(a12a2)/A2, andN5ua1u2

1ua2u25uu1u21uu2u2.
In order to compare with the result in Ref.@5#, we first

calculate the condensate density of the second conden
N2(t) corresponding to the density in the spin stateu2& in
Ref. @5#:

N2~ t !5^F~ t !ua2
†a2uF~ t !&. ~18!

Using transformation~10!, we have

N2~ t !5 1
2 N2Im W~ t !, ~19!

whereN5N11N2 and

W~ t !5 1
2 e2A(t)@R~ t !1 iI~ t !#, ~20!

where

A~ t !5N@12cos@~q2x!t##12ua1a2usinv r f t sinw

3cos~q2x!t,

R~ t !52~N12N2!cosv r f t cos 2Q~ t !

1~N sinv r f t22ua1a2usinw!sin 2Q~ t !, ~21!

I~ t !5~N12N2!cosv r f t sin 2Q~ t !

1~N sinv r f t22ua1a2u sinw!cos 2Q~ t !,

and

Q~ t !5g~12V!t1ua1a2ucosv r f t cosw sin~q2x!t.

a1a2* 5ua1a2ueiw, w denotes the initial phase difference
the components of the condensates. Then the explicit exp
sion of the second condensates density can be written a
2-2
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N2~ t !5 1
2 N2 1

2 e2A(t)I~ t !. ~22!

From Eq.~22!, we see that the initial phase is memoriz
in the densityN2(t) during the time evolution. In addition
the evolution of the density manifests itself in the collap
and revival, as pointed out by several authors@13,4#, and the
Rabi frequencyV affects the period of the collapse and r
vival of the density in a complex way. When the tw
component BEC’s initially possess equal particle numbe
as in Ref.@5#, Eq. ~22! can be simplified to

N2~ t !5 1
2 N2 1

2 e2A(t)~N sinv r f t22ua1a2usinw!cos 2Q~ t !.
~23!

To see how the Rabi frequencyV of the coupling drive
affects the density of the condensate, in Fig. 1 we plot
time evolution ofN2(t) in the cases of various Rabi freque
cies. Here we have assumed thatq51 and that the relative
parametersg50.49 andx50.5 are measured in units ofq
and the timet is in 1/q. Figure 1 shows that the form of th
best fitN2(t) is almost close to a sine function, implying th
in this case the coupling nearly drives a weak link betwe
two condensates. It is also clear that with the increase of
Rabi frequencyV, the amplitude and the period of oscilla
tion of the condensate density decrease, which is in g
agreement with the experimental observation reported
Refs.@5,7#. From Fig. 2, we see that the condensate den
is highly sensitive to the initial value of the relative phasew.
Whenw50 or w5p, there are no oscillations. The influenc
of the initial relative phase difference on the amplitude a
period of the oscillations is similar as that of the Rabi fr
quency. In particular whenw5p/6, the oscillation is quite
similar to the experimental results in Ref.@5#.

With the help of the Eq.~22!, N2(t), with various ratios
N2 /N1 is plotted in Fig. 3. The number densityN2(t) seems
insensitive to the value of the ratioN2 /N1. This indicates
that the coupling drive is not a factor of decoherence in s
a system@14#.

The interference between two BEC’s may be studied fr
the expectation value of the density operator,

FIG. 1. The time evolution of the number densityN2(t) with
w5p/6, v r f 50.001, V52032p ~solid line!, and V55032p
~dotted line!.
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I ~ t !5^F~ t !uC†CuF~ t !&, ~24!

whereC5(1/A2)(â11â2). With the help of the Eqs.~10!,
~17!, ~20!, and~15!, we have

I ~ t !5 1
2 N1 1

2 ~N12N2!cosv r f t1
1
2 e2A(t) sinv r f tR~ t !.

~25!

For the special caseN15N2, we have

I ~ t !5 1
2 N1 1

2 e2A(t)~N sinv r f t

22ua1a2usinw!sin 2Q~ t !sinv r f t. ~26!

Figure 4 displays the time evolution of the average d
sity with various Rabi frequencies. From the stable interf
ence patterns, we again see that the condensates retain a
memory of their initial relative phase, consistent with t
experimental result in Ref.@5#. Similarly, an increase in the
Rabi frequency reduces the amplitude and period of the
cillation of the interference. The evolution ofI (t) is also
plotted in Fig. 5, with various initial values of the relativ

FIG. 2. N2(t) for various initial values for the relative phas
w50 ~straight solid line!, p/6 ~solid line!, p/2 ~dashed line!, and
5p/6 ~dotted line!, with v r f 50.001 andV52032p.

FIG. 3. N2(t) for various initial values of the ratioN2 /N150
~dotted line!, 0.6 ~solid line!, and 1 ~dashed line!, with w5p/6,
v r f 50.001, andV52032p.
2-3
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phase. We find that in some special initial phase differen
(w50,p), there would be no oscillation at all.

In conclusion, making use of the time-dependent Bogo
bov transformation, we analytically obtained eigenstates
the amplitude of two-component BEC’s, including the co
pling drive, and further calculated the number density of
second condensate and the interference density. With
help of a numerical calculation, we found that the evoluti
of the number density of the individual condensate perfor
a collapse and revival with a complex period, and display
good sinusoidal line which is similar to the current-pha
relation of a superfluid3He-B weak link reported in Ref
@14#. The amplitude and period of the number density a
the interference density decrease with increasing Rabi

FIG. 4. The time evolution of the average densityI (t) with w
5p/6, v r f 50.001, andV52032p ~solid line!, andV55032p
~dotted line!.
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quencyV. Both the evolution of the number density and t
interference density show that the coupling drive is no
factor of the decoherence@14#. The evolution of the conden
sate density is sensitive to the initial relative phase diff
ence, and insensitive to the initial value of the number ra
N2 /N1. In some special initial values of the relative pha
(w50,p), there would be no oscillations at all. Our theore
ical result forN2(t), with w5p/6, is in good agreement with
the experimental observation in Ref.@5#. Our investigation
may shed light on an understanding the coherent prope
of condensates.
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FIG. 5. I (t) for various initial values for the relative phasew
50 ~straight line!, p/6 ~solid line!, p/2 ~dashed line!, and 5p/6
~dotted line! with w5p/6, v r f 50.001, andV52032p.
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